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3 Haynes Close, Bunyip, Vic 3815

Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 4 Parkings: 3 Type: House

Todd McKenna
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Built in harmony with the environment, bathed in natural light, this bespoke residence, is designed to capture the

northern aspect, from its elevated setting. Beautifully private to the street, encompassed by park like gardens, flawless

presentation, it is the consummate lifestyle property.A minimalist palate offers split level living zones, complimented by

soft tones, Italian floor tiles the atmosphere is serene. From the relaxed family area to the warmth of the sunken lounge

and the privacy of the media/rumpus room. Each room is cleverly arranged allowing for families to retreat or come

together. The expansive layout provides form and functionality, with living areas opening to a covered terrace, capturing

panoramic views of the nearby foothills.Four customized bedrooms feature their own en suite and walk in robe, generous

in proportion, each has a view of the grounds. The master suite features a dressing room and private deck to enjoy the

garden. A separate study offers the convenience to work from home or could convert to an additional bedroom. Central to

the residence is a gourmet kitchen, in brilliant white with Smeg appliances, endless stone bench tops and volumes of

cabinetry, hosting a breeze.A cleverly designed scullery providing additional work and storage space is discretely tucked

away.A secluded outdoor pavilion, protected from the elements is nestled amongst mature greenery and neatly clipped

lawns is the perfect place to entertain year-round.Thoughtfully planned the triple car garage and workshop space is

contained under the roofline. Additional parking spaces, allow for storage of trailers, caravan and alike.Positioned in

arguably Bunyip’s finest enclave this family home offers semi-rural living without compromise with the comfort of all

services available.


